The 'English Rule' in Master Anonymous' Question 6 on the Perihermeneias: Utrum nomina obliqua sint nomina apud logicum
The 'English Rule' in Master Anonymous' Question 6 on the Perihermeneias: Utrum nomina obliqua sint nomina apud logicum Fitzgerald goes on to investigate other evidence for this apparent "difference between the English and non-English semantic analyses for complex subject terms" [21] , its historical roots in the twelfth century, and the positions of Walter Burley, Albert of Saxony, and John Buridan vis-à-vis this rule. In order to encourage scholars to follow Dr Fitzgerald's lead, we offer the edition below. The scribe of text in the Vienna manuscript was rather sloppy and the question is unpolished, but we have done our best to make it intelligible.
